l62	ENGLAND IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
Formio upon Austria (1797). The year was black indeed
for England. Lack of bullion in the country forced the
Bank to suspend cash payments; prices were at an unpre-
cedented height; the amount of shipping cleared from
English ports stood at a figure lower than that for any year
since 1793 and far below the peace level.1 The secession of
Spain from the Coalition in the previous year had already
forced England's fleet to leave the Mediterranean. Austria,
her last ally on the Continent, had been obliged to make
peace : her only hope lay in her navy, which had repelled an
/attempted invasion of Ireland In 1796, and had
(1797). But now discontent in the service led to a mutiny
of the fleet at Spithead and a more violent mutiny of the
fleet at the Nore; for the latter, French revolutionary propa-
ganda was partly responsible. Luckily concessions at
Spithead and firmness at the Nore suppressed the mutinies:
Admiral Duncan acted with courage in his watch upon
the Dutch fleet, which he defeated at Camperdown.
Bonaparte's , in j/yng revolution broke out in Ireland. Bonaparte
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scheme. J planned an invasion of England, and transports for 24,000
men lay in the harbour of Boulogne, whilst 56,000 men
were quartered in the north of France. When this failed,
satisfied with his previous military success in Europe, he
planned a more ambitious stroke : he slipped out of_Toal0n,
evaded Nelson's fleet, captured Malta from the Knights
His attack Af St. John, and landed in Egypt. His objects were to
^cure Egypt for the French: " to drive England from all
leir possessions in the East and above all destroy their
atrepots in the Red Sea and to ensure the free and exclusive
possession of the Red Sea for the French Republic."2 The
Battle of the Pyramids gave him comm^dnd of Egypt, foot
theTJattle of the Nile;
he himself was held up in Syria bjT
siege of Acre, and was then induced to return to France by
the course of domestic affairs.
The departure of Bonaparte from Europe, and the con-
x Comb. Mod, Hist., vol. viii., p. 486.
2 Instructions of the Directory.  Rose, Napoleonic Studies, p. 171.

